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Abstract—Short Message Service (SMS) is the most popular mobile data service today. In Taiwan, a subscriber sends more than 200

short messages per year on average. The huge demand for SMS significantly increases network traffic, and it is essential that mobile

operators should provide efficient SMS delivery mechanism. In this paper, we study the short message retransmission policies and

derive some facts about these policies. Then, we propose an analytic model to investigate the short message retransmission

performance. The analytic model is validated against simulation experiments. We also collect SMS statistics from a commercial mobile

telecommunications network. Our study indicates that the performance trends for the analytic/simulation models and the measured

data are consistent.

Index Terms—Mobile telecommunications network, Short Message Service (SMS), retransmission policy, delivery delay.
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1 INTRODUCTION

SHORT Message Service (SMS) provides a non-real-time
transfer of messages with low-capacity and low-time

performance. Because of its simplicity, SMS is the most
popular mobile data service today. Many mobile data
applications have been developed based on the SMS
technology [5], [6], [8], [9], [10], [11], [13].

Fig. 1 illustrates the SMS network architecture for

Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) [1], [2],

[3]. In this architecture, when a User Equipment (UE) (called

the originating UE; see Fig. 1a) sends a short message to

another UE (called the terminating UE; see Fig. 1b), the

short message is first sent to the Originating Mobile Switching

Center (MO-MSC; Fig. 1d) through the originating UMTS

Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN; Fig. 1c). The MO-

MSC forwards the message to the Inter-Working MSC

(IWMSC; Fig. 1e). The IWMSC passes this message to a

Short Message-Service Center (SM-SC; Fig. 1f). Following the

UMTS roaming protocol, the Gateway MSC (GMSC; Fig. 1g)

forwards the message to the Terminating MSC (MT-MSC;

Fig. 1h). Finally, the short message is sent to the terminating

UE via the terminating UTRAN. Due to user behavior and

mobile network unavailability (e.g., the user moves to a

weak signal area such as a tunnel, an elevator, a basement,

and so on), a short message may not be successfully

delivered at the first time. If a short message transmission
fails, the SM-SC retransmits the short message to the
terminating UE after a waiting period. Retransmission
may repeat several times until the short message is
successfully delivered or the SM-SC gives up delivering
the short message.

SMS retransmission may result in huge mobile network
signaling traffic and long elapsed times of short message
delivery. Therefore, it is essential to exercise an efficient
SMS retransmission policy to determine when and how
many times to retransmit a short message to the
terminating UE. To address this issue, we propose analytic
and simulation models to investigate the performance of
SMS retransmission in terms of the expected number of
retransmissions and the message delivery delay. We also
collect measured data from a commercial UMTS system to
further analyze the performance trends on SMS retrans-
mission policies.

2 SOME FACTS ON SHORT MESSAGE

RETRANSMISSION

This section defines SMS retransmission policies, and
derives some facts on short message retransmission.

Definition 1. An SMS retransmission policy is an order set
s ¼ faij0 � i � Ig, where I is the maximum number of
retransmissions and ai is the time of issuing the ith
retransmission. By convention, a0 ¼ 0 is the first time when
the short message is sent to the terminating UE. If the short
message delivery fails at the ði� 1Þth retransmission, then it is
resent after a waiting period tr;i ¼ ai � ai�1, for i � 1.

Example 1. If s ¼ f0, 5 mins, 10 mins, 20 mins, 1 hr, 3 hrs,
6 hrs, 12 hrs, 24 hrs}, then I ¼ 8, and tr;3 ¼ 10 minutes
(¼20-10). We note that after I retransmissions, the short
message will not be retransmitted, and the delivery fails.

Definition 2. Consider a short message delivered under policy s.
Denote T ðsÞ as the last time when the short message is
retransmitted, and NðsÞ as the number of retransmissions.
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In Example 1, if a short message is successfully delivered

at hour 1, then T ðsÞ ¼ 1 hr and NðsÞ ¼ 4.

Definition 3. A policy s0 is a subset of another policy s (i.e.,

s0 � s) if for all b 2 s0, we have b 2 s.

To make a fair comparison of the retransmission

policies, we consider the same SMS network availability

condition concept (i.e., different policies see the same

connected/disconnected periods of a UE). In Fig. 2, the

time line shows the connected and disconnected periods of

a terminating UE, where the short message is successfully

delivered in the connected periods and cannot be delivered

in the disconnected periods. Let s ¼ f0; a1; a2; . . .g and

s0 ¼ f0; b1; b2; . . .g, where s0 � s, b1 ¼ a1, b2 ¼ a4, and so on.

In this figure, T ðsÞ ¼ a4 and NðsÞ ¼ 4 for policy s. For

policy s0, T ðs0Þ ¼ b2 and Nðs0Þ ¼ 2.
Under the same SMS network availability condition, we

derive the following facts:
Fact 1. If s0 � s, then for every short message, we have

T ðsÞ � T ðs0Þ:

Proof. Due to the same SMS network availability condition,
if a short message is delivered under s0, then it can also
be successfully delivered at b under policy s. Further-
more, it is possible that the message is successfully

delivered at some time a 2 s, where a � b. Therefore,

T ðsÞ ¼ a � b ¼ T ðs0Þ. tu
Definition 4. Consider two policies s0 � s. For any time point

a 2 s, define the subset �ðaÞ ¼ fcjc < a; c 2 s; c 62 s0g. Denote

j�ðaÞj as the size of �ðaÞ.
Fact 2. For s0 � s, if T ðsÞ ¼ T ðs0Þ, then NðsÞ � Nðs0Þ.

Proof. Since j�ðT ðsÞÞj � 0, s0 retransmits same or more times

than s before T ðsÞ, and NðsÞ � Nðs0Þ. tu

Fact 3. For s0 � s and T ðsÞ < T ðs0Þ, let bj ¼ T ðs0Þ. There

exists bi 2 s0 such that bi � T ðsÞ < T ðs0Þ ¼ bj. Then, NðsÞ �
Nðs0Þ if and only if j�ðT ðsÞÞj � j� i.
Proof. j�ðT ðsÞÞj is the number of retransmissions performed

in s but not in s0, and j� i is the number of retransmis-

sions performed in s0 but not in s. Therefore, NðsÞ � Nðs0Þ
if and only if j�ðT ðsÞÞj � j� i. tu

Note that the condition j�ðaÞj � j� i holds when the

SMS network experiences very short periods of outage

(and therefore, a policy that quickly retransmits the short

message is preferred). The condition j�ðaÞj � j� i holds

when the receiver of the short message turns off the UE

for a long period, but the status is not known to the

mobile network.
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Fig. 2. Timing diagram for the connected and disconnected periods (“�” represents a short message retransmission).

Fig. 1. The SMS delivery architecture.



Let pfðsÞ be the probability that s fails to deliver a short
message. If a short message is not successfully delivered
within I retransmissions, then the SM-SC stops resending
this short message, and the delivery fails.

Fact 4. Suppose that s0 � s, then pfðsÞ � pfðs0Þ.
Proof. Directly from Fact 1, that is, if s0 can successfully

deliver a short message at retransmission time b, then
under the same SMS network availability condition, s
can also successfully deliver the message at b. On the
other hand, s may successfully deliver a message at
time a 2 s where a 62 s0 (i.e., j�ðbÞj � 0). Therefore,
pfðsÞ � pfðs0Þ. tu

3 ANALYTIC MODELING

This section describes an analytic model for investigating
short message retransmission. Specifically, we derive the
expected number of retransmissions for a message delivery
and the expected delivery delay. As described in Fig. 2, the
terminating UE cannot be accessed from the mobile
network in the disconnected periods, and the UE fails to
receive the short message. Fig. 3 redraws Fig. 2 to illustrate
the disconnected and the connected periods for a terminat-
ing UE. In this figure, td;j ¼ �c;j � �d;j is the jth disconnected
period, and tc;j ¼ �d;jþ1 � �c;j is the jth connected period,
where j � 1. Let td;j and tc;j be random variables with
density functions fdðtd;jÞ and fcðtc;jÞ, and the Laplace
transforms f�d ðsÞ and f�c ðsÞ, respectively. In Fig. 3, a short
message is sent to the UE at �0 (�d;1 < �0 < �c;1) and the UE
fails to receive the message. For a retransmission policy
s ¼ f0; a1; a2; . . .g, the SM-SC retransmits this short message
to the UE at times �1 ¼ �0 þ a1, �2 ¼ �0 þ a2, and so on. The
interval between the ði� 1Þth and the ith SMS retransmis-
sions is tr;i ¼ ai � ai�1, which is Exponentially distributed
with mean 1=�.

Suppose that the short message (re)transmissions occur
at times �0, �1, �2, �3 and �4. The terminating UE is
disconnected from the network at �0, �1, �2, and �3. At �4,
the UE has reconnected to the network and successfully
receives the short message. From Definition 3, T ðsÞ ¼ �4 � �0

is the delivery delay of the short message delivery, and
NðsÞ ¼ 4 is the number of retransmissions. In this section,
we derive the expected values E½NðsÞ� and E½T ðsÞ�.

We consider the scenario where the network retransmits
the short message until the UE can successfully receive it;
that is, I !1. We first compute the probability mass

function for NðsÞ. Since the short message arrival at �0 can
be considered as a random observer of connected and
disconnected periods for the terminating UE, Pr½NðsÞ ¼ 0� is
the probability that the UE is connected to the network at a
random observation point. Let the expected values for tc;j
and td;j be mc and md, respectively. From the alternative
renewal theory [12], Pr½NðsÞ ¼ 0� is expressed as

Pr½NðsÞ ¼ 0� ¼ mc

mc þmd
: ð1Þ

The probability Pr½NðsÞ ¼ n� can be derived using the
recursive method described below. Let J be the number of
connected periods occurring in period (�0; �4). For NðsÞ > 0
and from (1), we have

Pr½NðsÞ ¼ n�
¼ ð1� Pr½NðsÞ ¼ 0�Þ

	
X1
j¼1

Pr½NðsÞ ¼ njJ ¼ j�Pr½J ¼ j�

¼ md

mc þmd

� �

	
X1
j¼1

Pr½NðsÞ ¼ njJ ¼ j�Pr½J ¼ j�:

ð2Þ

The SM-SC performs the ith short message retransmis-
sion after an Exponential random time tr;i with mean
E½tr;i� ¼ 1=�. Denote Nðs; tÞ as the number of retransmis-
sions occurring in period t. Then, Pr½Nðs; tÞ ¼ n� follows the
Poisson distribution

Pr½Nðs; tÞ ¼ n� ¼ ð�tÞn

n!

� �
e��t: ð3Þ

In (2), the probability mass function Pr½J ¼ j� can be
derived as follows: For j > 1, we first compute the
probability that no SMS retransmission occurs in the first
j� 1 connected periods tc;k, where 1 � k � j� 1, and then
compute the probability that an SMS retransmission occurs
in the jth connected period. For j ¼ 1, we only need to
compute the probability that an SMS retransmission occurs
in the tc;1 period. From (3), Pr½J ¼ j� is expressed as
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Fig. 3. Timing diagram for the short message retransmissions (“�” represents a short message retransmission).



Pr½J ¼ j�

¼
Yj�1

k¼1

Z 1
tc;k¼0

Pr½Nðs; tc;kÞ ¼ 0�fcðtc;kÞdtc;k

" #

	 1�
Z 1
tc;j¼0

Pr½Nðs; tc;jÞ ¼ 0�fcðtc;jÞdtc;j

" #

¼
Yj�1

k¼1

Z 1
tc;k¼0

e��tc;kfcðtc;kÞdtc;k

" #( )

	 1�
Z 1
tc;j¼0

e��tc;j fcðtc;jÞdtc;j

" #

¼ ½fc�ð�Þ�j�1½1� fc�ð�Þ�:

ð4Þ

In the right-hand side of (2), the term Pr½NðsÞ ¼ njJ ¼ j�
is derived below. As shown in Fig. 3, �td;1 ¼ �c;1 � �0 is the
interval between the time when the short message arrives
and when the UE is connected to the network again. Let
rdð�td;1Þ and r�dðsÞ be the density function and the Laplace
transform of �td;1, respectively. From the renewal theory [4],
�td;1 is the residual time of td;1. Therefore, we have

r�dðsÞ ¼
1

smd

� �
½1� f�d ðsÞ�: ð5Þ

For J ¼ 1, Pr½NðsÞ ¼ njJ ¼ 1� is the probability that
n� 1 message retransmissions occur in the �td;1 period.
From (3), Pr½NðsÞ ¼ njJ ¼ 1� is computed as

Pr½NðsÞ ¼ njJ ¼ 1�

¼
Z 1

�td;1¼0

Pr½Nðs; �td;1Þ ¼ n� 1�rdð�td;1Þd�td;1

¼
Z 1

�td;1¼0

ð��td;1Þn�1

ðn� 1Þ!

" #
e��

�td;1rdð�td;1Þd�td;1

¼ ð��Þn�1

ðn� 1Þ!

" #
dn�1r�dðsÞ
dsn�1

� ����
s¼�

�
:

ð6Þ

For J ¼ j > 1 and 0 � l � n� 1, we first consider that
there are l message retransmissions occurring in the
jth disconnected period td;j, and n� l� 1 retransmissions
occur in the first j� 1 disconnected periods. From (3),
Pr½NðsÞ ¼ njJ ¼ j� is expressed as

Pr½NðsÞ ¼ njJ ¼ j�

¼
Xn�1

l¼0

Z 1
td;j¼0

Pr½Nðs; td;jÞ ¼ l�fdðtd;jÞdtd;j

( )

	 Pr½NðsÞ ¼ n� ljJ ¼ j� 1�

¼
Xn�1

l¼0

Z 1
td;j¼0

ð�td;jÞl

l!

" #
e��td;j fdðtd;jÞdtd;j

( )

	 Pr½NðsÞ ¼ n� ljJ ¼ j� 1�

¼
Xn�1

l¼0

ð��Þl

l!

" #
dlfd

�ðsÞ
dsl

� ����
s¼�

�(

	 Pr½NðsÞ ¼ n� ljJ ¼ j� 1�g:

ð7Þ

Equations (6) and (7) can be used to iteratively compute
Pr½NðsÞ ¼ njJ ¼ j�. Finally, Pr½NðsÞ ¼ n� is computed by

substituting (4) and (7) into (2). For NðsÞ ¼ 1, (7) is

simplified to

Pr½NðsÞ ¼ 1jJ ¼ j�
¼ f�d ð�ÞPr½NðsÞ ¼ 1jJ ¼ j� 1�
¼ r�dð�Þf�d ð�Þ

j�1:

ð8Þ

Substituting (5) and (8) into (2) to yield

Pr½NðsÞ ¼ 1�

¼ md

mc þmd

� �

	
X1
j¼1

Pr½NðsÞ ¼ 1jJ ¼ j�Pr½J ¼ j�

¼ md

mc þmd

� �X1
j¼1

½f�d ð�Þfc�ð�Þ�
j�1

�md

( )

	 ½1� f�d ð�Þ�½1� fc�ð�Þ�

¼ 1

�ðmc þmdÞ

� �

	 ½1� fc�ð�Þ�½1� fd�ð�Þ�
1� fc�ð�Þf�d ð�Þ

� �
:

ð9Þ

For N ¼ 2, (7) is rewritten as

Pr½NðsÞ ¼ 2jJ ¼ j�

¼
X1

l¼0

ð��Þl

l!

" #
dlfd

�ðsÞ
dsl

� ����
s¼�

�(

	 Pr½NðsÞ ¼ n� ljJ ¼ j� 1�g

¼ �� ½f�d ð�Þ�
j�1 dr�dðsÞ

ds

����
s¼�

� ��

þ ðj� 1Þr�dð�Þ½f�d ð�Þ�
j�2 df�d ðsÞ

ds

����
s¼�

� ��
:

ð10Þ

Substituting (5) and (10) into (2), Pr½NðsÞ ¼ 2� is

derived as

Pr½NðsÞ ¼ 2�

¼ md

mc þmd

� �X1
j¼1

Pr½NðsÞ ¼ 2jJ ¼ j�Pr½J ¼ j�

¼ ��md½1� fc�ð�Þ�
mc þmd

� �

	 dr�dðsÞ
ds

����
s¼�

� �� X1
j¼1

½f�c ð�Þfd�ð�Þ�
j�1

þ r�dð�Þ
f�d ð�Þ

� �
df�d ðsÞ
ds

����
s¼�

� �

	
X1
j¼1

ðj� 1Þ½f�c ð�Þfd�ð�Þ�
j�1

)

¼ 1

mc þmd

� �
1� f�c ð�Þ

1� f�c ð�Þf�d ð�Þ

� �

	 1� f�d ð�Þ
�

þ df�d ðsÞ
ds

����
s¼�

� ��

	 1� f
�
c ð�Þð1� f�d ð�ÞÞ
1� f�c ð�Þf�d ð�Þ

� ��
:

ð11Þ
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If tc;j and td;j are Exponentially distributed, then (2) can
be simplified to

Pr½NðsÞ ¼ n�

¼ mcð1þ �mcÞn�1

mc þmd

" #

	 md

mc þmd þ �mcmd

� �n
; n > 0;

ð12Þ

and E½NðsÞ� is expressed as

E½NðsÞ�

¼
X1
n¼1

nPr½NðsÞ ¼ n�

¼ mc

mc þmd

� �X1
n¼1

n
mn
dð1þ �mcÞn�1

ðmc þmd þ �mcmdÞn

" #

¼ md

mc

� �
mc þmdð1þ �mcÞ

mc þmd

� �
:

ð13Þ

The expected delivery delay can be expressed as

E½T ðsÞ� ¼ E½tr;i�E½NðsÞ�: ð14Þ

If tr;i is Exponentially distributed with mean 1=�, then from
(13) and (14), we have

E½T ðsÞ� ¼ md

�mc

� �
mc þmdð1þ �mcÞ

mc þmd

� �
: ð15Þ

Based on (1) and (12), the probability pfðsÞ that a short
message is not successfully delivered within I retransmis-
sions can be derived as

pfðsÞ ¼ 1�
XI
n¼0

Pr½NðsÞ ¼ n�: ð16Þ

If tc;j and td;j are Exponentially distributed, (16) is
rewritten as

pfðsÞ

¼ md

mc þmd
�
XI
n¼1

mcð1þ �mcÞn�1

mc þmd

" #

	 md

mc þmd þ �mcmd

� �n

¼ 1

mc þmd

� �
md �

cmc

1þ �mc

� �
1� cI
1� c

� �� �
;

ð17Þ

where c ¼ mdð1þ�mcÞ
mcþmdþ�mcmd

.
The above analytic model is validated against simula-

tion experiments. Details of the simulation model are
described in Appendix A. Table 1 lists E½NðsÞ�, E½T ðsÞ�, and
pfðsÞ values when the connected periods and the discon-
nected periods have Exponential distributions. Table 2 lists
the Pr½NðsÞ ¼ n� values when the connected periods and
the disconnected periods have Gamma distributions. Both
tables indicate that the discrepancies between the analytic
results (specifically, (1), (9), (12), (13), (15), and (17)), and
the simulation data are within 2 percent.

4 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

This section uses numerical examples to investigate the
performance of the SMS retransmission policies. We show
how the retransmission rate �, the expected connected
(disconnected) periods mcðmdÞ, and the variances vcðvdÞ
affect the expected number E½NðsÞ� of the SMS retransmis-
sions (using (13)) and the expected delivery delay E½T ðsÞ�
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TABLE 1
Comparison of the Analytic and the Simulation Results (Where E½tr;i� ¼ 1=�, tc;j and td;j are Exponentially Distributed, and mc ¼ md)

TABLE 2
Comparison of the Analytic and the Simulation Results (Where E½tr;i� ¼ 1=�, tc;j and td;j are Gamma Distributed, and mc ¼ md ¼ 1

2� )



(using (15)). For demonstration purposes, we consider

Gamma-distributed tc;j and td;j. Gamma distribution is

selected because of its flexibility in setting various parameters

and can be used to fit the first two moments of the sample
data. From [7], the Laplace transforms of fcð:Þ and fdð:Þ are

f�c ðsÞ ¼
1

1þ ðvc=mcÞs

� �m2
c =vc

;

f�d ðsÞ ¼
1

1þ ðvd=mdÞs

� �m2
d=vd

:

ð18Þ

In (18), m2
c=vc and m2

d=vd are the shape parameters, and
vc=mc and vd=md are the scale parameters. The effects of the
input parameters are described as follows.

Effects of the tr;i distribution. Fig. 4 plots E½NðsÞ� and
E½T ðsÞ� for Exponential and Fixed tr;i distribution, where
vc ¼ m2

c and vd ¼ m2
d. This figure indicates that the

performance of Fixed tr;i (the dashed curves) is slightly
better than that of Exponential tr;i (the solid curves).

Effects of the retransmission rate �. Fig. 4 shows that
E½NðsÞ� is an increasing function of �, which means that
j�ðT ðsÞÞj > j� i in Fact 3. E½T ðsÞ� is a decreasing function of
� (Fact 1). When � < 1=md, E½NðsÞ� is not significantly
affected by the change of �, and E½T ðsÞ� significantly
decreases as � increases. Conversely, when � > 1=md,
increasing � significantly increases E½NðsÞ�, but only has
insignificant effect on E½T ðsÞ�. Therefore, when � is small,
increasing � can significantly improve the E½T ðsÞ� at the cost
of slightly degrading E½NðsÞ�. When � is large, decreasing �
can significantly improve E½NðsÞ� at the cost of slightly
degrading E½T ðsÞ�. Fig. 4 indicates that 0:5=md < � < 5=md

is the range that both E½NðsÞ� and E½T ðsÞ� do not degrade
significantly when � changes.

Effects of the availability ratio mc=md. Fig. 5 plots
E½NðsÞ� and E½T ðsÞ� against mc=md, where vc ¼ m2

c , vd ¼ m2
d,

and tr;i ¼ 1=� is fixed. This figure shows trivial results that
both E½NðsÞ� and E½T ðsÞ� decrease when mc=md increases.
The nontrivial observation is that when mc=md < 7:5, the
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Fig. 4. Effects of � and the tr;i distribution (vc ¼ m2
c and vd ¼ m2

d; Solid
lines: Exponential tr;i; Dashed lines: Fixed tr;i). (a) Effects on E½NðsÞ�.
(b) Effects on E½T ðsÞ�.

Fig. 5. Effects of mc=md and � (vc ¼ m2
c , vd ¼ m2

d, and tr;i ¼ 1=� is fixed). (a) Effect on E½NðsÞ�. (b) Effect on E½T ðsÞ�.



E½NðsÞ� and E½T ðsÞ� performances are significantly de-

graded as mc=md decreases. In a commercial SMS network,

the base station deployment should meet the requirement

mc=md > 10 to achieve good SMS performance.
Effects of variances vc and vd. Fig. 6 plots E½NðsÞ� and

E½T ðsÞ� as functions of the variance vc, where mc=md ¼ 9,

vd ¼ m2
d, and tr;i ¼ 1=� are fixed. When vc is large (e.g.,

vc > 2:5m2
c ), both E½NðsÞ� and E½T ðsÞ� increase as the

variance vc increases. This phenomenon is explained as

follows: As the variance vc increases, the number of short

connected periods are far more than the number of long

connected periods. Therefore, in an arbitrary connected/

disconnected cycle, the disconnected time is more likely

longer than the connected time [12]. When the SM-SC sends

the short message to the terminating UE at �0, if the UE is

disconnected from the network, message retransmissions

are more likely to fall in the disconnected periods than the

connected periods. When vc is larger than 2:5m2
c , the

performances of both E½NðsÞ� and E½T ðsÞ� significantly

degrade as vc increases. When vc < m2
c , E½NðsÞ�, and E½T ðsÞ�

are not affected by the change of vc. Furthermore, for larger

�, the effect of vc on E½NðsÞ� is more significant. On the

other hand, the effects of changing vc on E½T ðsÞ� are similar

for different � values.
Effects of vd are similar to vc, and the results are not

presented. From Fig. 6, it is important that a mobile operator

maintains low vc and vd values for good SMS performance.
Effects of I on pfðsÞ. Fig. 7 plots the pfðsÞ curves against

retransmission rates � and the maximum number I of

retransmissions. It is trivial that pfðsÞ decreases as I

increases from d5�e to d10�e. We observe that pfðsÞ
decreases as � increases. This effect is consistent with Fact 4

(i.e., if s0 � s, then pfðsÞ � pfðs0Þ). This figure also indicates

that when � is sufficiently large (e.g., � > 3=md for I ¼ d5�e),
increasing � does not improve pfðsÞ performance.

Performance trends observed from the measured data.
From the commercial UMTS system of Chunghwa Telecom
(CHT), we obtained the output measures Pr½NðsÞ ¼ n�,
E½NðsÞ�, and E½T ðsÞ� for several retransmission policies.
Define sk as a policy where a short message is retrans-
mitted for every k minutes. For k ¼ 5; 10; 20, and 30, it is
clear that s30 � s10 � s5 and s20 � s10 � s5. We have
collected the statistics for more than 400,000 SMS deliveries
(100,000 deliveries for each policy). Fig. 8 shows E½NðskÞ�
and E½T ðskÞ� in the “
” curves. To compare the measured
data and the analytic results, we consider a policy se with
Exponential tr;i, where E½tr;i� is the same as sk for various k
values. We use (13) and (15) to analytically compute
E½NðseÞ� and E½T ðseÞ�, and the results are shown in the “/”
curves in Fig. 8.

When � is small, the analytic results are the lower
bounds for the measured data. The reason why both results
do not exactly match is due to the fact that we are not able
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Fig. 6. Effects of vc (mc=md ¼ 9 and tr;i ¼ 1=� is fixed). (a) Effect on E½NðsÞ�. (b) Effect on E½T ðsÞ�.

Fig. 7. Effects of I on pf ðsÞ (mc=md ¼ 9 and tr;i ¼ 1=� is fixed).



to measure the connected/disconnected distributions.
However, the figure shows that the trends are consistent,
which follows Fact 1. Fig. 8a shows that j�ðT ðsÞÞj > j� i,
which implies that short periods of outage seldom occur in
CHT’s network (see the comments on Fact 3).

Fig. 9 plots the probability mass function Pr½NðsÞ ¼ n�.
From the measurements of the CHT’s commercial SMS
network, Pr½Nðs20Þ ¼ 0� � 0:9, which means that mc=md � 9
(see (1)). We also note that Pr½Nðs20Þ ¼ 1� � 0:042. For
policy se (with Exponential retransmission delays) where
mc=md ¼ 9 and Pr½NðseÞ ¼ 1� ¼ 0:042, we obtain �mc ¼
11:43 from (12).

With the computed �mc value, we can derive Pr½NðseÞ ¼
n� for NðsÞ > 1. Fig. 9 shows that Pr½NðseÞ ¼ n� has the same
trend as Pr½Nðs20Þ ¼ n�. Therefore, our study indicates that
the performance trends for the analytic/simulation models
and the measurements from the CHT commercial SMS
network are consistent. Note that exact match of analytic
and measured data is not possible at this point because we
are not able to produce the same SMS network availability
condition for the commercial SMS data collection, and as
previously mentioned, the exact connected and discon-
nected periods cannot be measured in commercial opera-
tions. A useful conclusion is that (13) and (15) can be used to
quickly and roughly estimate the SMS network perfor-
mance for network planning.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we studied the short message retransmis-
sion policies and derived some facts on short message

retransmissions. Then, we proposed an analytic model to
investigate the short message retransmission performance
in terms of the expected number of short message
retransmissions E½NðsÞ� and the message delivery delay
E½T ðsÞ�. The analytic model was validated against
simulation experiments. We showed how the retransmis-
sion rate, the expected values, and the variances of the
connected/disconnected period distributions affect
E½NðsÞ� and E½T ðsÞ�. The following observations are made
in our study:

. The performance of fixed retransmission period is
slightly better than that of Exponential retransmis-
sion approach. Therefore, it is appropriate that an
operator chooses fixed retransmission period value
in the delivery policy.

. The retransmission rate should be less than five
times of the handset disconnected period and more
than half times of that period so that the SMS
performance is not significantly affected when the
retransmission rate changes.

. In a commercial SMS network, the operator should
maintain at least 9 to 1 ratio for the connected/
disconnected periods to achieve good SMS perfor-
mance.

. For each message delivery, it suffices to set the
maximum number of retransmissions to be less
than 10.

Our study indicates that by selecting appropriate
retransmission policy (in particular, the retransmission
frequency), the SMS delivery cost can be significantly
reduced. We also collected measured data from a commer-
cial mobile telecom network, and observed that the
performance trends of the commercial operation are
consistent with our analytic/simulation models. Based on
our study, a mobile operator can predict the performance
trends and select the appropriate parameter values for the
SMS retransmission policy in various network conditions.

APPENDIX

. fcð:Þ: the density function of tc;j.

. f�c ð:Þ: the Laplace transform of fcð:Þ.

. fdð:Þ: the density function of td;j.

. f�d ð:Þ: the Laplace transform of fdð:Þ.
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Fig. 8. Performance trends of the analytic data and the measured data

(mc=md ¼ 9; the parameters for se are vc ¼ vd ¼ m2
d and E½tr;i� ¼ 1=�).

(a) Effect on E½NðsÞ�. (b) Effect on E½T ðsÞ�.

Fig. 9. Performance trends of the analytic data and the measured data.



. I: the maximum number of short message retrans-
missions.

. J : the number of connected periods occurring in
period ð�0; �4Þ in Fig. 3.

. mc: the expected value of tc;j.

. md: the expected value of td;j.

. NðsÞ: the number of retransmissions of a short
message delivery for policy s.

. Nðs; tÞ: the number of message retransmissions
occurring in period t for policy s.

. 1=�: the expected value of the retransmission
period tr;i.

. pfðsÞ: the probability of failed SMS delivery for
policy s.

. Pr½NðsÞ ¼ n�: the probability that a short message is
retransmitted for n times in policy s, where n � 0.

. rdð:Þ: the density function of �td;1.

. r�dð:Þ: the Laplace transform of �td;1.

. tc;j: the jth connected period, where j � 1.

. td;j: the jth disconnected period, where j � 1.

. �td;1: the residual time of td;1.

. tr;i: the period between the ði� 1Þth (re)transmission
and the ith retransmission of a short message
delivery, where i � 1.

. T ðsÞ: the short message delivery time for policy s or
the elapsed time between when the SM-SC starts and
when it stops delivering a short message.

. vc: the variance of tc;j.

. vd: the variance of td;j.

In this paper, we developed a discrete event simulation
model for short message retransmission. In this simulation
model, three types of events are defined:

. UE_AVAILABILITY_STATUS_CHANGE (UE_ASC):
the switching of the UE availability status. These
events occur at �c;j and �d;j in Fig. 3.

. NEW_ARRIVAL: the arrival of a short message
(occurring at �0 in Fig. 3).

. RETRANSMISSION: retransmission of a short
message (occurring at �1, �2, �3, and �4 in Fig. 3).

To simulate the status of the UE availability, a variable
UE_STATUS is maintained in the simulation. When
UE_STATUS is set to “On,” the UE is connected to the
mobile network (in the tc;j periods) and can receive the
short message successfully. When UE_STATUS is set to
“Off,” the UE is disconnected from the mobile network (in
the td;j periods) and the message transmission fails. Several
random number generators are used to produce the
connected period tc, the disconnected period td, and the
retransmission waiting period tr. In an experiment, we
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Fig. 10. Simulation flow chart.



simulate N short messages (excluding retransmissions)
delivered to the terminating UE. The short message
interarrival time is ta. The reader should note that ta and
tr are different.

In a UE_ASC event, the following fields are maintained:

. the “type” field identifies the UE_ASC event.

. the “ts” field records the time stamp of the event
(when the event occurs).

Besides the “type” and the “ts” fields, the following fields
are also maintained in a NEW_ARRIVAL and a RETRANS-
MISSION events:

. The “start_time” field records the time when the
short message is first transmitted (i.e., �0 in Fig. 3).

. The “count” field records the number of retrans-
missions. Note that it is always true that “count=0”
in a NEW_ARRIVAL event and “count > 0” in a
RETRANSMISSION event.

The events are inserted in an event list, and are deleted/
processed from the event list in the nondecreasing time
stamp order. In each experiment, N ¼ 10;000;000 short
messages are simulated to ensure that the results are stable.
The output measures of the simulation are T and M, where

. T is the sum of message delivery delays of the
N short messages simulated in the experiment;

. M is the number of retransmissions for the N short
messages simulated in the experiment.

These output measures are used to compute E½NðsÞ� and
E½T ðsÞ� as follows:

E½NðsÞ� ¼M
N

and E½T ðsÞ� ¼ T

N
: ð19Þ

The simulation flowchart is shown in Fig. 10. Step 1
initializes the variables N , T , M, and UE_STATUS. Step 2
generates the first UE_ASC and NEW_ARRIVAL events, and
inserts these events into the event list. In Steps 3 and 4, the
next event e in the event list is processed based on its type.

If e.type==UE_ASC, Step 5 checks if UE_STATUS is
“On.” If so, Step 6 sets UE_STATUS to “Off,” and generates
the disconnected period td and the next UE_ASC event e1,
where the next switching time is e1.ts=e.ts+td. If UE_STA-
TUS==“Off” at Step 5, Step 7 sets UE_STATUS to “On,”
generates the connected period tc and the next UE_ASC

event e1, where the next switching time is e1.ts=e.ts+tc. The
simulation proceeds to Step 12.

If e.type==NEW_ARRIVAL at Step 4, the simulation
proceeds to Step 8. Step 8 generates the next NEW_

ARRIVAL event e1 with the interarrival time ta, where
e1.ts=e.ts+ta; e1.count=0 and e1.start_time=e1.ts. At Step 9, if
UE_STATUS is “On,” the message is successfully delivered
to the UE, and Step 10 updates the variables N , T , and M.
Otherwise (UE_STATUS is “Off” at Step 9), the UE is
disconnected from the network, and Step 11 generates the
next RETRANSMISSION event e1 with the waiting period
tr for the next message retransmission, where e1.ts=e.ts+
tr; e1.count=e.count+1 and e1.start_time= e.start_time. The
simulation proceeds to Step 12.

If e.type==RETRANSMISSION at Step 4, the simulation
proceeds to execute Steps 9-11.

At Step 12, if N ¼ 10;000;000 short messages are
successfully delivered, the simulation terminates and the
output measures are calculated at Step 13.
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